"MAME" PRODUCTION STAFF "doubling" UP IN ANXIOUS PREPARATION FOR GLAM—Patrick Dennis did not get in a princely mood.
World of Entertainment

GODSPELL & DISCONTINUATION

The rock musical GODSPELL, presented at the Geary Theatre, is perhaps one of the most interesting and not particularly memorable of two exceptions, Mary Kay and "Less Than Zero." The story by John Kander and Fred Ebb is too thin to be of no less interest to our theatre world.

P.S. The production was done for postmen as seen by this autumn activity. Any cast experiences and meeting and other activity is not unknown at this time.

Film

In the past two months of the coverage of the Gay Community League, the office of the League has been very busy and rewarding. The Gay Community is very busy and rewarding, encountering many new friends and meeting many new friends throughout the gay area.

I would like to take this opportunity to express my personal thank you and my appreciation to all of you for your outstanding efforts which demonstrate what organization can do for the gay community and to all others who lend support to my candidacy.

League News

David Van

With the completion of 22 weeks of hosting, the following are the number of gay wins by teams in the Gay Community League at Fall 1:

1. Dodge Field 142
2. Pelle's 30
3. Heath & Dimes of 98
4. Velas 277
5. Trik Shop 15
6. P.S. 22
7. Killing Special 20
8. Sausage Factory 119
9. Estano Cuenta 150
10. Butler's Hill 155
11. Eboy 6
12. The Hunk 27
13. The Corner 20
14. Quadrado 24
15. Pendlewo 27
16. Caldo 22
17. Calor 27
18. Viking 26
19. Sally's Saloon 27
20. Big Dega 24
21. Catso's 26
22. Living End 264
23. Thyme 1
24. Sex, Trev, Plan 22

High series for the evening of October 3 was presented by Larry O., (Dodge Field) 639, H. E., (Handkerchief) 678, Russ B., (Cothago Speed Shop) 53, and Pat O.'s Shop) 53, followed by Larry O., high games of 213, 262 and 207, while (Pelle's) rolled a 190, Jack B., 300, and (Butler's Hill) a 219.

With two weeks of bowling remaining for summer league, winners of high game and high series for the season and other trophy winners will be published in the next issue.

Viewpoint

by Don Berry

The past two months of the coverage of the Gay Community League, the office of the League has been very busy and rewarding. The Gay Community is very busy and rewarding, encountering many new friends and meeting many new friends throughout the gay area.

I would like to take this opportunity to express my personal thank you and my appreciation to all of you for your outstanding efforts which demonstrate what organization can do for the gay community and to all others who lend support to my candidacy.

News

Margaret Ann's

World of Entertainment

GODSPELL & DISCONTINUATION

The rock musical GODSPELL, presented at the Geary Theatre, is perhaps one of the most interesting and not particularly memorable of two exceptions, Mary Kay and "Less Than Zero." The story by John Kander and Fred Ebb is too thin to be of no less interest to our theatre world.

P.S. The production was done for postmen as seen by this autumn activity. Any cast experiences and meeting and other activity is not unknown at this time.

Film

In the past two months of the coverage of the Gay Community League, the office of the League has been very busy and rewarding. The Gay Community is very busy and rewarding, encountering many new friends and meeting many new friends throughout the gay area.

I would like to take this opportunity to express my personal thank you and my appreciation to all of you for your outstanding efforts which demonstrate what organization can do for the gay community and to all others who lend support to my candidacy.

League News

David Van

With the completion of 22 weeks of hosting, the following are the number of gay wins by teams in the Gay Community League at Fall 1:

1. Dodge Field 142
2. Pelle's 30
3. Heath & Dimes of 98
4. Velas 277
5. Trik Shop 15
6. P.S. 22
7. Killing Special 20
8. Sausage Factory 119
9. Estano Cuenta 150
10. Butler's Hill 155
11. Eboy 6
12. The Hunk 27
13. The Corner 20
14. Quadrado 27
15. Pendlewo 27
16. Caldo 22
17. Calor 27
18. Viking 26
19. Sally's Saloon 27
20. Big Dega 24
21. Catso's 26
22. Living End 264
23. Thyme 1
24. Sex, Trev, Plan 22

High series for the evening of October 3 was presented by Larry O., (Dodge Field) 639, H. E., (Handkerchief) 678, Russ B., (Cothago Speed Shop) 53, and Pat O.'s Shop) 53, followed by Larry O., high games of 213, 262 and 207, while (Pelle's) rolled a 190, Jack B., 300, and (Butler's Hill) a 219.

With two weeks of bowling remaining for summer league, winners of high game and high series for the season and other trophy winners will be published in the next issue.

Viewpoint

by Don Berry

The past two months of the coverage of the Gay Community League, the office of the League has been very busy and rewarding. The Gay Community is very busy and rewarding, encountering many new friends and meeting many new friends throughout the gay area.

I would like to take this opportunity to express my personal thank you and my appreciation to all of you for your outstanding efforts which demonstrate what organization can do for the gay community and to all others who lend support to my candidacy.
When you stay with An Old Friend, there's a comfortable western atmosphere in a secluded location, a pool to skinny dip in and a bunkhouse to sleep in. Brown your body on the outdoor water beds, play a game of pool, or trip out to the country and rock music.

We'll give you hot buns and coffee on Sunday morning, and stay the whole day, checkout isn't until 7 P.M. It's time to get away from it all, come stay with

AN OLD FRIEND

1830 Racquet Club Road × Palm Springs, Ca.

FOR RESERVATIONS 714 327 1812